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Silence
During the day the heat had left everyone paralyzed. People were lying in the
shade. The wells were nearly empty, so panic spread. The land of Nondwana
watched black clouds far on the horizon menacing the village. The birds, with their
sure ability , filled the air, announcing the thunderstorm. The old men and women,
with their special knowledge about nature, by blowing the xipalapala horns informed the people to prepare themselves.

The night will be tragic!
When the sun started to sleep in the horizon the stars did not go to their places ,
with the exception of a few sparkling shyly at the sky. Suddenly even they disappeared inside the dark blue blanket of the sky. Slowly, the people of the village
started to sing. But these songs did not show any signs of joy - not even the erotic
songs were powerful.
Mysterious signs were in the air, but there was no chance to identify
them.
Cats were disputing the echoes of the sounds of the gazelles. It was a grave song.
In the far distance sounds of strange animals could be heard.
The tension everybody had already feIt during the day grew. The terror grew
even bigger as they watched the birds dancing a dance as if the earth would
tremble. The branches of the trees were shaken by a storm , but nobody could see
the direction it came from. It was asound like different kinds of drums making a
profound beat. The rhythm was confused and made the tension of the population
grow even more. The night birds flew over the village; all the people were outside
of their huts. Some clouds looked like monsters flying in the sky.
The sorcerers took advantage of the dramatic moments and terrorized the people
even more. It was the right occasion to hurt, to bite with their teeth , to scratch with
their long nails , longing to engulf human beings like animals.
The people lit big fires to frighten the sorcerers , but their ans wer was even bigger fire out of their mouths as retaliation. Without waiting any longer people took
off their clothes and started to dance. They danced naked in the middle of the dark
night. They beat drums . The sounds merged with the continuing echoes of the
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branches and twigs of the trees. The trees were dancing in the storm, creating a
sound, as if they were drums.
To calm down the fury of this strange night the oldest men dressed in their traditional costumes of animal skins. They looked for their missanga pearls, used in rituals , and decorated the bodies of the women with them. The best drum players entered into the rhythms , leading the dancers into ecstasy. Some were dancing frenetically; others were smoking pipes, exhaling a dense smoke that filled the air with
an odd smell.
In the morning the east started to become reddish, but the heavy clouds with
their strange shapes remained in the sky.

The ritual had created a quieter atmosphere.
The animals disappeared into the forest together with the sorcerers.
As dawn came news about death spread in different parts of the village. The sorcerers who had fled into the dense forest were accused of being the creators of this
death. The people filled the village with ululating, thus breaking the silence. The
huge trees joined, their branches grating. The cats joined, meowing loudly.
But finally calm ca me and left the people tranquil.

